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Abstract: This paper presents a robotic anchoring module, a sensorised mechanism for attachment to the environment that can be integrated into robots to enable or enhance various functions such as robot mobility, remaining on location or its ability to manipulate objects. The body of the anchoring module consists of two portions with a mechanical stiffness transition from hard to soft. The hard portion is capable of containing vacuum pressure used for actuation whilst the soft portion is highly conformable to create a seal to contact surfaces. The module is integrated with a single sensory unit which exploits a fibre optic sensing principle to seamlessly measure proximity and tactile information for use in robot motion planning as well as measuring the state of firmness of its anchor. In an experiment, a variable set of physical loads representing the weights of potential robot bodies were attached to the module and its ability to maintain the anchor was quantified under constant and variable vacuum pressure signals. The experiment shows the effectiveness of the module in quantifying the state of firmness of the anchor and discriminating between different amounts of physical loads attached to it. The proposed anchoring module can enable many industrial and medical applications where attachment to environment is of crucial importance for robot control.

1. Introduction

A sensory-physical system is the integration of a physical process with sensors and computation enabling monitoring or the control of the process. A robotic anchoring module is a sensory-physical mechanism for attachment to the environment. Robotic anchoring modules with the ability of maintaining their attachment for an extended time duration would be invaluable for a wide range of industrial and medical applications: attachment in climbing robots for inspection and cleaning of huge glass walls, nuclear plants and steel bridges, perching in flying robots that can provide a bird-eye view of an area of interest or object manipulation and attachment into delicate substrates, e.g. human body. However, often degradation and failure of attachment mechanisms causes unwanted detachment from the contact surface indicating the need for continuous monitoring of the firmness of the anchor during the robot mission. Moreover, precise control of the robot requires information about the contact surfaces located within the proximity of the robot anchoring module(s).
Figure 1. Octopuses use rows of sensory suckers to attach to objects with varying degrees of force. This include the use of suckers for (a) anchoring to hard objects, such as rocks, to stand against storm surge and waves [16], as well as (b) manipulating delicate or soft objects, such as octopus egg capsules [16] (reproduced under a Creative Commons Attribution License from [17]).

Anchoring into well-grounded structures is a biologically-inspired approach for locomotion, stiffness control, object manipulation, standing against fluid flows, and energy management in animals. One of the most common strategies in nature to obtain reversible attachment is using a specialized organ known as sucker. Such an organ allows fish, annelids, helminths and cephalod molluscs to anchor onto a variety of substrates including rough, flexible and dirty surfaces. This attachment organ demonstrates effectiveness both in terrestrial and aquatic environments. In gobies, e.g. blackeye goby *Rhinogobiops nicholsii*, the fused pelvic fins form a disc-shaped sucker used to anchor to substrata or bigger fish [1]. The northern clingfish, *Gobiesox maeandricus*, has an adhesive disc on its ventral side that allows the animal to attach on smooth surfaces as well as very rough surfaces to resist against strong water currents [2]. The leeches, which can be found both in terrestrial and aquatic environments, are characterized by the same attachment organs, one anterior and one posterior sucker [3-7]. A coordinated activation and deactivation of suckers enables directional movement in leech. The tapeworm *Taenia solium* (parasites of human gut) uses four suckers around the head to approach the gut wall and a set of hooks to fix onto it [8-9]. Most prominently, octopus arms are equipped with one or two rows of suckers [10] that are controlled independently [11]. These sophisticated organs can attach to objects with varying degrees of force. This includes anchoring to perfectly smooth surfaces as well as to surfaces with a certain roughness [12], where technical suction cups usually fail [2]. The suckers of benthic octopuses can enable multiple functionalities [12] including locomotion [13], chemotactile recognition [14], anchoring the body to hard substrates (Figure 1a) by which standing against storm surge and waves [12,15,16], as well as grasping and manipulation of small objects (even soft and delicate objects such as their egg capsules) [12,17], as can be perceived from Figure 1b.

In living organisms, nature has evolved combined abilities of perceiving the location of approaching objects and applied forces after interacting with them. For example, in big brown bat *Eptesicus fuscus* sound waves and echos are used to estimate their distance with approaching objects, a technique known as echolocation. Once touching the object, the animal relies on the tactile information provided by merkel cells within its wings [18,19]. The two modes of perception are analogous to proximity and tactile sensing in robotic systems. Since any touch occurs after an approaching event, the tactile and proximity sensing are regarded as complementary [20], where a combination of both sensing modalities enables continuous perception from an approaching event to a following touching event. In

---

1 Merkel cells are oval-shaped mechanoreceptors found in the skin of vertebrates and are essential for fine touch sensing.
robotic anchoring systems, tactile information can enable ranking the firmness of the anchor(s) to the objects, while proximity information can assist in robot motion-planning prior to the touching event.

Biomimetic aspects of octopus suckers have been long studied; the morphology and physiology of octopus suckers and possibilities for biomimetic replication of suckers have been investigated [12,16,21-25], with particular emphasis on the transition from hard to soft in the mechanical stiffness of sucker [21-25], also referred as stiffness gradient\(^2\) design in some relevant literature [30-31].

A number of researchers have proposed passive artificial suckers [25], and actuated suckers using Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) [26], and Dielectric Elastomers Actuators (DEA) [27]. The existing literature on sensorisation of artificial suckers is predominantly relevant to the development of smart skins for robotic arms to inform the robot about its interaction with the environment. In this context, tactile sensing elements based on Quantum Tunnelling Composite (QTC) materials and conductive textiles was proposed in [28,29]. However, the sensitivity of the prototype drops by increasing the area of the QTC pill\(^3\) [28]. In another effort a thin layer of silicone with a hole at the centre was sandwiched between two sheets of Electrolycra and integrated underneath an artificial sucker to measure compressive tactile forces [29]. In this paper, we leverage the previous work on stiffness gradient [30-31] design of octopus suckers [25] and integrate it with a single sensory unit which can seamlessly measure both tactile and proximity information.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bioinspired stiffness-gradient design of the anchoring module

The mechanical design of the anchoring module is taking inspiration from the biology of octopus sucker described in Figure 2a and 2b. The octopus sucker consists of two functional parts linked through a constricting orifice (see Figure 2b): the infundibulum, the outer funnel-like portion of the sucker, and the acetabulum, the inner hollow portion. When a sucker attaches itself to an arbitrary surface, e.g. a rock, the infundibulum adapts its shape to that surface creating a seal and reduces its thickness by contracting the radial muscles, thereby increasing the attachment to the surface. Consequently, the contraction of the acetabular radial muscles [12] reduces the pressure inside the sucker and generates attachment [16,21-25]. In fact, with water being an incompressible medium, the contraction of the acetabular muscles put the water inside the sucker in tension, resulting in a reduction of internal pressure. The higher levels of muscle contraction in the acetabulum, the higher are the values of difference of pressure, resulting in a firmer attachment.

In [21-25], the structure and mechanical properties of the natural sucker were extensively investigated and a set of principles for the bioinspired design of an artificial sucker was concluded. In order to mimic the conformability of the infundibulum, this portion must be fabricated from a soft and sticky material. Similarly, the artificial acetabulum must be made from an elastic, and stiffer material in comparison with infundibulum. To enhance the efficiency of the artificial sucker in attachment and detachment processes, the bioinspired design of the artificial infundibulum should also take into account the grooves of the natural infundibulum surface (see Figure 2a). The radial grooves create channels for guiding the pressure generated in the acetabulum to nearly the whole interface between the sucker and the contact surface to obtain a stronger attachment and faster detachment. Therefore, a mechanical stiffness gradient and appropriate channels for transmission of the acetabular pressure to the sucker-substrate interface are central to the

\(^2\)The concept of stiffness gradient origins from natural organisms whose body stiffness changes from rigid to soft towards the outer body, such as the structure of bones, muscles and skin in human body.

\(^3\)QTC pills, the most commonly used type of QTC, are pressure sensitive variable resistors that can be used in force/tactile sensing applications.
mechanical design of the anchoring module, as an artificial sucker, and were considered for bioinspired replication as a part of this study.

In line with these design objectives, we developed a set of 3D CAD models of molds required for material casting and fabrication of the anchoring module, presented in Figure 2c-2e; the molds consists of three parts, an internal core which shapes the internal cavities and radial grooves, and an external housing. In this study, the radial grooves are 500 µm wide and 500 µm deep, and are equally distributed (every 30°). Each groove has a triangular shape radially diverging from the aperture of the orifice to the edge of the infundibulum. The molds were 3D printed using a rapid prototyping machine

In this study, two types of silicone materials, Ecoflex® 00-30 and Dragon Skin® 00-10

Yeoh model [32] was used to simulate the hyperelastic behavior [33] of the two materials from uniaxial extension test data [34], expressed as

\[ U = \sum_{i=1}^{3} C_{10} (I_i - 3) + \sum_{i=1}^{3} D_{10} (J^{et} - 1)^{2i} \]  

where \( U \) is the strain energy per unit of reference volume, \( C_{10} \) and \( D_{10} \) are the material parameters [32], \( I_i \) is the first deviatoric stretch invariant \( \lambda_i = J^{-1} \lambda_i \) is the deviatoric stretch, \( \lambda_i \) is the principal stretch and \( J \) is the total volume ratio. In order to further simplify the model, we assume incompressibility of the two materials and hence, the second term of the Yeoh model (Equation (1)) can be neglected. Therefore,

\[ U = C_{10} (I_1 - 3) + C_{20} (I_1 - 3)^2 + C_{30} (I_1 - 3)^3 \]  

is used for simulation. The respective material parameters are listed in Table 1 [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>elastic parameters</th>
<th>mass density (tonne/mm³)</th>
<th>elastic modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>hyperelasticity</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>( C_{10} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( C_{20} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( C_{30} ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecoflex® 00-30</td>
<td>1.07 ×10⁻⁹</td>
<td>34.8± 2.7</td>
<td>uniaxial test data</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>7.61 ×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>2.42 ×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>-6.2 ×10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon skin® 00-10</td>
<td>1.07 ×10⁻⁹</td>
<td>129.0± 9.7</td>
<td>uniaxial test data</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.6 ×10⁻⁴</td>
<td>2.58 ×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>-5.6 ×10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CAD parts of the anchoring module were imported into Abaqus FEA as homogenous solid elements. Then, a set of finite elements simulations, as reported in section 3, were run to evaluate the attachment and detachment performance of anchoring module when a soft-hard gradient architecture in the material stiffness is used. The imported CAD model (Figure 2f) was discretized into solid hexahedral linear reduced integration elements (Abaqus mesh type C3D8R) with a mesh size of 2.5 mm. The anchoring module was modeled as an assembly of the infundibulum and

4 The molds were designed in SolidWorks 3D CAD software (SolidWorks Corp.) and 3D printed using a Projet HD 3000 3-D production system.

5 Smooth-On Inc., USA.

6 \( I_i = \lambda_i^2 + \lambda_i^2 + \lambda_i^2 \) where \( \lambda_i = J^{-3} \lambda_i \) is the deviatoric stretch, \( \lambda_i \) is the principal stretch and \( J \) is the total volume ratio

[32].

7 Dassault Systèmes, France
acetabulum parts, and a “tie” type constraint (the constraint prevents any relative motions between two parts of the assembly) was used to bond these two parts. Note that as a part of the model, a flat plate (Figure 2g) representing the surface onto which the anchoring system should attach is created and placed above the anchoring module (the Young’s Modulus of the plate is 1100 MPa). The top surface of the plate was set to be fixed during the simulation. The vacuum pressure inside the anchoring module was modeled using an uniformly distributed pressure load. The FEA model was used to simulate the loading capabilities and deformation of the anchoring module under variable amounts of vacuum pressure. Figure 2h-2j shows the prototype of the anchoring module with integrated sensing system, explained in the next section, undergoing the attachment process.

Figure 2. An overview of the methodology for bioinspired design and implementation of the anchoring module: (a) the top view of an octopus sucker with grooves on the surface of the infundibular portion. These radial grooves not only allow the pressure generated in the acetabular chamber to be transmitted to nearly the whole sucker–substrate interface thereby increasing the firmness of the anchor, but also facilitate the detachment process, (b) the cross section of the sucker showing its biological structure, (c) CAD design of the internal part of molds without groove structures. Note that the straight rod in the mold’s CAD model creates a channel for an optical fiber to be passed through at a later stage, (d) CAD design of the internal part taking into account the radial grooves in the natural suckers (number of grooves=12, depth and width of grooves=500 µm), (e) the external part of the mold, (f) the CAD design of the anchoring module with an infundibular part (blue), an acetabular part (red), and a rigid base creating an stable platform for testing (silver), (g) the FEA Abaqus simulation models the vacuum pressure inside the anchoring module as an uniformly distributed pressure load, (h) the fabricated anchoring module featuring a stiffness gradient in its mechanical structure is held tangent to the contact surface (vacuum input and sensor: off), (i) and (j) show the gradual attachment to the contact surface (vacuum input and sensor: on).

2.2. Sensory-physical design of the module: seamless measurement of tactile and proximity information

The complementary roles of proximity and tactile sensors in robotic sensing has led to a number of efforts to integrate both capabilities into a single sensory unit to minimize the overall hardware and satisfy the requirements (e.g. weight and size) for integration into a wider range of robotic systems including light-weight flying robots and compact manipulators for operation in confined spaces. To date, prominent examples of such sensing systems include
capacitive tactile proximity sensors based on silver nanowires and polymer film [35] and carbon microcoils [36]. Since, the former uses the same capacitive range for both proximity and tactile sensing, the sensor is not able to distinguish between static proximity and tactile inputs. The later requires a control circuit for switching between two modes of operation.

The diffuse-reflective fiber optic systems [37-40], which exploit the light intensity modulation sensing principle [37-43], can potentially provide better opportunities for seamless measurement of tactile and proximity information in practical applications. The non-contact nature of the sensing principle enables performing the measurements independent of the geometry of the embodying structure and the actuation system and, hence, no action is required for transition between the two modes of sensing. Also, the simple and independent structure of these sensors makes them more durable and robust for operation over an extended time period. The fiber optic sensors are free of electrical current in the sensing site making them inherently safe for integration into anchoring modules that can potentially be attached to vulnerable substrates or human body. Moreover, they are suitable for integration into soft robotic systems; since the flexibility of optical fiber can preserve the inherent softness of this class of robots [39-41].

The sensory system of our anchoring module exploits light intensity modulation, as described in Figure 3a, occurring between a reflective fiber unit FU-69U\(^8\), which is embedded inside the artificial acetabulum (Figure 3b), and the contact surface. In this paper, the distance \(a\) between the optical fiber tip and the contact surface, specified in Figure 3b, is referred as ‘anchor length’. During the attachment, as the anchor length is reduced, the intensity of the reflected light is increased (Figure 3c) indicating a firmer attachment. A FS-N11MN fiber-optic sensor from the same optical manufacturer was used to convert the light intensity into voltage information, subsequently acquired by a NI USB 6211\(^9\) data acquisition card. Although the sensor system is not immune to the external light, it is highly resistant to the ambient light (unaffected for up to 30000 Lux) [44]. The sensor arrangement is able to measure an anchor length within 40 mm of the optical fiber tip [44]. Note that, our work on the sensing system aimed at replicating two biological functions (proximity and tactile sensing) using a single sensory unit, as opposed to replicating biological sensing principles.

---

\(^8\) A 4-core optical fiber bundle produced by Keyence™, USA

\(^9\) National Instruments™, USA
Figure 3. (a) The configuration of the diffusive-reflective fiber optic system consisting of a light source and detector module (FS-N11MN fiber optic sensor) and a 4-core optical fiber unit, (b) the definition of the anchor length $\alpha$, (c) seamless calibration of the anchoring module’s sensing system; the module is integrated with a motorized linear guide and a custom motor control software which enables running repeated experiments automatically; note to the change in sensor reading while the anchoring module is moving away from the contact surface, (d) description of the experimental setup and parameters, (e) the proximity and tactile domains of the calibration curve for wood and aluminum materials as described Equation (3).

In order to calibrate the single sensory unit of the anchoring module, the module was integrated into a custom calibration device using a mounting shaft (Figure 3d). The calibration device consists of a motorized linear guide and a motor controller which allows modulating the anchor length in an automated and repeatable manner between 2mm to 40mm, while the voltage output from FS-N11MN fiber optic sensor is recorded, as can be perceived from Figure 3c-3d. The sensor is calibrated for two different contact surfaces made from aluminum (mill finish) and wood (oak finish) materials, and the calibration curves are presented in Figure 3e.

The anchor length can be calculated through

$$\alpha \text{ (mm)} = \frac{p_5}{v^3 q_1 v^2 + q_2 v + q_3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

10 A custom C# code was developed to synchronously acquire the motor position and values of the sensing signal from the FS-N11MN fibre optic sensor via a NI-USB 6211 DAQ.
where $v$ is the analogue output voltage acquired from the FS-N11MN and $p_1$, $q_1$, $q_2$, and $q_3$ are calibration coefficient that are described in Table 2. It should be mentioned that Equation (3) presents a rational fit to the voltage-anchor length data worked out in MATLAB\(^{11}\).

| Table 2. The curve fitting coefficients for aluminum and wood materials |
|--------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| coefficients             | $p_1$          | $q_1$          | $q_2$          | $q_3$          |
| aluminium                | 52.94          | -5.179         | 13.72          | -10.05         |
| wood                     | 49.99          | -7.313         | 22.11          | -16.99         |

2.3. Fabrication, mechatronics integration and testing of the anchoring module

In order to fabricate the anchoring module, the mold shown in Figure 2e was placed upside down and the Ecoflex\(^{\text{®}}\) 00-30 material was poured into it until reaching a full coverage of the infundibulum area, and then heated at 55°C for 20 minutes inside an oven. Subsequently, the Dragon Skin\(^{\text{®}}\) 00-10 material was added into the mold until reaching a three millimetre thick acetabular roof (it should be mentioned that both silicone materials were degassed inside a vacuum chamber prior to the casting process). At this stage, the FU-69U 4-core optical fiber and a 2mm (outer diameter) vacuum pipe were embedded inside the acetabulum as shown in Figure 4, and the workpiece was left in the room temperature (~25°C), to be cured overnight. A 3D printed plastic base was then glued to the bottom of the anchoring module to ensure that the position of the optical fiber is kept fixed during successive experiments, providing a stable platform for experimentation.

The overall configuration of the anchoring module consisted of soft artificial infundibulum and acetabulum parts integrated with the 4-core optical fiber and the vacuum supply pipe, as shown in Figure 4. The vacuum pressure was supplied by a Mastercool 90066 vacuum pump via an ITV0090-2BN-Q vacuum regulator with an onboard pressure sensor. Analogue voltage values corresponding to the vacuum pressure and the light intensity were transferred to a computer via the data acquisition system.

As a comparison with the natural counterpart, it is worth noting that, at sea level an octopus can create a pressure differential ranging from 100 kPa to 200 kPa using its sucker mechanism. However, the animal is able to generate higher pressure differentials at greater depths, where the water pressure is higher [12]. When the anchoring module is

\(^{11}\) MathWorks, Inc., USA
operating in air, the pressure differential cannot exceed the limit of 1 bar (100 kPa), since the absolute negative pressure is not possible except for solids and liquids [45]. Note that in this study all experiments were performed in air.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** The mechatronic configuration of the sensory-physical anchoring module. The module features a stiffness gradient design in its mechanical structure and was actuated using a Mastercool 90066 vacuum pump via an ITV 0090-2BN-Q vacuum regulator. The system was able to seamlessly measure tactile and proximity information using a single sensory unit consisting of an FU-69U 4-core fiber optic unit and an FS-N11MN fiber optic sensor.

### 3. Results and discussions

3.1. Characterization of maximum loading capacity

In order to evaluate the actuation capabilities of the anchoring module, its maximum loading capacity under different values of vacuum pressure inputs ranging from -0.1 bar to -0.5 bar was quantified. The results of the respective finite element simulations and experimental results imply that the anchor can be maintained for physical loads up to around 2 N (Figure 5a). In another experiment, the actuation of the anchoring module with a fixed total weight of 1.09 N was captured using a high-resolution video camera. The anchor length for different values of vacuum pressure inputs was calculated from video images and compared with the respective simulation results. The experiment was repeated five times and the results are plotted in Figure 5b indicating a maximum error of 27% between simulated and experimental values of anchor length. The error can be mainly due to possible inaccuracies in the uniaxial test data; the specimens used for the uniaxial test in [34] and our experimental prototype were all fabricated through similar manual casting processes. Hence, there can be some differences in material properties due to the quality of manual fabrication. Other sources for the error can be related to the hyperelastic model used for simulation as well as experimental measurements.
The finite element simulation and respective experimental results for attachment to a wooden surface: (a) Loading capacity vs. pressure; the maximum amount of physical load that can keep the anchoring module connected to the surface at different pressures was simulated in Abaqus FEA and physically experimented. Note that the inset shows the setup for adding physical load to the module while it was vertically attached to a surface, and (b) anchor length vs. pressure; the results of the finite element simulations were compared with the respective data extracted from camera images.

3.2. Dynamics of the reversible anchoring system and firmness of the anchor

The ability of the sensing system in quantifying the firmness of the anchor under different physical loading conditions was evaluated. In order to be able of performing multiple cycles of experiments consistently, we defined a minimum value for the input pressure signal which guarantees for the anchoring system to be attached to the wooden surface during the whole course of experiment, where additional weights were stacked up on top of existing loads (see the inset in Figure 5a) and the sensor output was recorded. This minimum value was -0.1 bar which was determined by the experiment in section 3.1 and Figure 5a. Hence, a reverse sawtooth vacuum input with respective maximum and minimum values of -1 bar and -0.1 bar was applied to the anchoring module (Figure 6a). The weight of the anchoring module was gradually increased by adding additional standard calibration slotted weights to the bottom of the module to reach to an overall weight of $W=\{0.69, 0.89, 1.09\}$N (in successive experiments) and the sensor signals (Figure 6b) were analyzed in accordance with visual information from camera images. In Figure 6c the respective anchor lengths were calculated from the Equation 3 and the correspondence to the key sequences of detachment (1 to 4, Figure 6d) was indicated, under a physical load of 1.09 N. Note that Figure 6e shows the complete detachment if we reduce the vacuum signal to 0. It can be perceived from Figure 6b that the sensor’s reading starts decreasing from the higher value of 4.67 V (representing a firm anchor), until reaching a minimum value of 1.77 V (representing a vulnerable anchor) during the detachment process. The camera images show a slight swing of the anchoring module around the anchor point during the detachment process that is due to the torque generated by the added weights to the bottom of the module; this can explain the temporary drop of the sensing voltage, in Figure 6b, to the curve’s minimum value of 1.77 V before settling at a higher value of 2.08 V, e.g. for a physical load of 1.09 N (note that the swing of the anchoring module about the anchor point increases the distance between the optical fiber tip and the contact surface, and hence, reduces the sensor signal).

The repeatability of the sensing values is defined as [41],

\[
\text{Repeatability} = \left(100 - \frac{\text{standard deviation in repeated measurements}}{\text{sensing range}}\right) \% \quad (4)
\]

and is calculated for the anchor length (across 5 actuation cycles under reverse sawtooth signal) as 93.7 %. The standards deviation is computed in MATLAB as 0.56 mm and the tactile sensing range is set to 9 mm.
Experimental results shown in Figure 6 indicate that the larger loads on the sucker require higher levels of applied vacuum pressure to maintain a stable attachment; this can be seen that having known values of the sensing signal and the input vacuum signal, the anchoring module is able to discriminate between different values of physical load. However, a blind octopus is not able to distinguish between two objects that are only different in weight using suckers [46], the weight discrimination ability of the anchoring module can be regarded as an example where bioinspired robotic systems outperform their biological counterparts [47,48].

---

**Figure 6.** (a) The reverse sawtooth input signal with a maximum and minimum values -1 bar and -0.1 bar (this signal is a part of the full reverse sawtooth signal shown in the inset with a period of 50 sec). It should be noted according to the figure 5, the vacuum pressure of -0.1 bar is the threshold for complete detachment of physical loads below 1.4 N. Therefore, we have kept the sawtooth signal’s minimum value above -0.1 bar to enable running repeated experiments consistently, (b) the respective sensor signals; note that, the added physical load to the bottom of the anchoring module produces a torque about the point of contact during the detachment, and hence, a change in the sensing signal (see the inset in Figure 5a for the setup used for adding physical load to the module), and (c) the anchor lengths at different loading conditions during detachment, (d) correspondence to the key sequences of detachment, 1 to 4, of the sensory-physical anchoring module with a physical load of 1.09 N, and (e) the sequence 5 shows the configuration of the anchoring module at the moment of detachment (when the minimum amount of vacuum pressure was reduced to 0).

### 4. Conclusions

We present a sensory-physical anchoring module with the following mechatronic and material configurations: (1) a stiffness gradient design in the mechanical structure of artificial infundibulum and acetabulum portions to exploit the softness for conformation to contact surfaces whilst preserving the viability and mechanical strength of the module, (2) a single sensory unit based on fiber optics integrated into the mechanical structure and calibrated for seamless sensing of the proximity and tactile interactions of the anchoring module with the surrounding environment. Whilst the tactile information can enable assessing the firmness of the anchor(s) to the objects, the proximity information is used to anticipate the approaching objects for robot motion planning prior to the touching event. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed anchoring system, a variable set of weights, representing a potential robot body, were attached to the anchoring module and its ability to maintain the anchor was evaluated using the onboard sensing system, under constant and variable vacuum pressure signals. It is shown that the sensory-physical anchoring module
is able to quantify the state of firmness of the anchor and discriminate between different amounts of physical load attached to it.

The composition from soft materials is a prominent feature of this anchoring module, unlike more conventional anchoring mechanisms using magnets or pins [49]. The proposed module is highly conformable to surfaces onto which it is attaching itself and can collapse naturally upon collision to avoid any damage to vulnerable substrates. This conformability and softness makes it suitable for use as a soft sensory-physical grasper in robotic pick and place applications, especially in food and medicine packaging systems where the hard contact of traditional end-effectors with the delivered substrate is often undesirable. Moreover, the module can assist in many industrial, medical and human participatory applications, e.g. a surgical procedure, where the anchoring device should be capable of performing a gradual attachment/detachment with characteristics that can warn the operator, e.g. a surgeon, and give them time to react.

Having known values for the physical load, vacuum pressure and number of anchoring modules in a robotic system, future works will consider further development of this concept to create computational models and prototypes of the proposed anchoring concept for locomotion or manipulation in multi-anchor robotic systems applicable to a wide range of medical and industrial applications.
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